




 

Miami Projects Arrive, by Andrew Russeth 

December, 2012 

“A few years ago this place was all garbage,” a taxi driver told us earlier this 
week as we sat in traffic in Midtown Miami. It had been about 10 minutes since 
we had moved one inch. Once rundown, the area is now home to fresh new 
apartment buildings and streets lined with restaurants and shops offering craft 
beer, craft cheese and so forth. Come Basel time, it is also home to a handful of 
large tents that house many of the week’s largest fairs—Art Miami and its new 
emerging-art fair, Context, Red Dot, Scope, Art Expo, Art Asia Miami and, this 
year, another new entrant, Miami Project, from fair partners Max Fishko and 
Jeffrey Wainhause, who also run ArtMrkt Hamptons, ArtMrkt San Francisco and 
Texas Contemporary in Houston. 

Miami Project included about 65 galleries, almost all from the United States. The 
quality of work on offer varied considerably, but the two gentleman did manage to 
attract some strong galleries for an inaugural outing, no small accomplishment in 
the fiercely competitive Miami market, and they built a fair that was remarkably 
spacious. On the Friday evening we visited, the mood was laid-back, even 
tranquil. That’s a treat for visitors, but could be a worrisome sign for dealers; 
however, every gallery we spoke with reported some success in the sales 
department. 

Right at the front of the fair was the sizable booth belonging to Chelsea’s 
Fredericks & Freiser. A large, gorgeous photorealistic Robert Overby painting of 
a woman with her face painted half black, half white hung outside. Inside, Andrew 
Freiser was offering up work by gallery artists, like Keegan McHargue and David 
Humphrey, whose new show just opened at the gallery. It’s been a rough few 
weeks for Fredericks & Freiser, which was hit badly by Sandy. “We just spent the 
entire month of November digging out from the flood,” Mr. Freiser said, “so it was 
really nice to come here.” It had been a number of years since they had done a 
Miami fair. The highlight of the booth, without question: three John Wesley 
drawings, including Woodrow Wilson Crossing the Delaware with Seascouts 
(1976), a portrait of the president and a team of sailors standing at attention. 

Wilson was also on offer at Los Angeles’s Cirrus Gallery in the form of a print by 
John Baldessari that shows a $100,000 bill bearing the president’s face and the 



words, “The first $100,000 I ever made.” A gargantuan version of the work was 
shown on the High Line in New York just about exactly a year ago. Jean Milant, 
who founded Cirrus back in 1971, had also taken a break from Miami, for two 
years, but seemed happy to be back in town. He’d sold work to collectors visiting 
Miami from out of town, and was presenting prints from the past few decades 
(“I’m showing here what we’ve done,” Mr. Milant said), by Guy de Cointet, William 
Leavitt, Mark Bradford and Jonas Wood. 

 

President Wilson was absent from the booth 
of East Hampton’s young Halsey McKay 
Gallery, but there was a handsome display of 
work by mostly young artists, like Patrick 
Brennan, Joseph Hart (a large abstract 
drawing on paper), concrete vases and 
drawings by Denise Kupferschmidt, a 
painting with oil and bleach on bedsheets and 
other fabric by Lauren Luloff and paintings on 
MDF by Elise Ferguson. Gallery partner 
Hilary Schaffner had just pulled out a small 
painting by Mr. Hart from underneath the 
white tablecloth covering her front table to 
show a collector. 

 

Other highlights included David Weinberg of L.A., which was rich with historical 
works (including a nice formica wall piece by Richard Artschwager), New York’s 
Gary Snyder, which had an alluring, crusty Ralph Humphrey painting, and Quint, 
of La Jolla, Calif., which was presenting a recent light piece by Robert Irwin. 

Judging by dealers’ comments, Miami Project has established itself as a viable 
choice for galleries looking to participate in a Miami satellite fair. The true 
measure of its performance will come next year, though, when it presents the 
roster for its second edition.	  



SHAPES IN SPACE 
By Bridget Donahue 
February, 2012 
  
The seams in Joseph Hart's finished paintings and drawings reveal that his 
compositions were once disrupted. In the process of making, the artist often extracts 
significant portions of the drawing, rotates them and grafts them back in to complete 
the work. In some cases, separate drawings are taped together to form false 
Rorschachs or super-collages. By displacing large areas of controlled, crucial content, 
Hart fabricates dramatic moments where marks are severed or truncated. These 
ruptures elevate an ever-evolving tension in the Hart's new, spartan paintings. 
  
Labor lies in Hart’s practice of self-restraint after he puts his initial utterances of line 
and form to the page. Beyond his consistent play of shapes in space, Hart is refining 
subtle moves that are leading a thrifty economy of mark-making. In repeating actions 
and by using a limited visual vocabulary his marks are taking on new meanings in new 
contexts. A choreography of gestures has emerged. In earlier excursions he sought out 
the physical limits and boundaries of the page: the edges. He cropped sprawling 
territories, uprooted vegetation and bifurcated abstract constellations. Further 
exploration led Hart to the pulverization of colorful petal-like bits of paper and wood -- 
collage shrapnel he blew around amidst hand-drawn body parts and stars. Recently, 
he has begun to abrade his built world and is sanctioning a new approach. 
  
Hart is literally making new work from a new perspective: the wall. He is, however, still 
employing many of the same survey techniques: mowing over the blank page with a 
graphite stick, carefully editing a selection of paper debris, dried paint, wood slivers 
before they are scrupulously arranged in the picture. Small fragments, layered onto 
the paper, amalgamate and create Hart’s gritty surfaces. As his work progresses, and 
since he has shifted his making-process from table to wall, the paint-embedded 
surface trappings have fallen from the page. 
  
A deconstructed landscape has come into view. There are fewer recognizable signs in 
recent pictures; no representational depictions nor cultural artifacts. This is not to say 
that Hart’s work is any less tenacious. Marks now arrive in direct dialogue with Hart’s 
spatial and corporeal relationship to the tableau. From the shoulder, a charged black 
line of oil stick rounds the paper’s bottom-right corner. Extending his arm from self to 
surface, Hart creates a fleeting architectural set-up. He acknowledges his initial 
impulse to find the paper's edge and demarcate the perimeter of the plane. Working 
within these drawn borders, a bend of his elbow maps imagined trajectories. Hart 
scrawls looser lines from the wrist, carving paths - or is it a letter ‘A’? He makes hairpin 
turns until eventually stumbling off the page. His hand, clutching a brush full of paint, 
touches down to mark an ‘X’ or to stick a two-dimensional stake in the pictorial 
ground. 
  
 



Hart’s painterly moves are efficient. Wayward dashes of paint and staccato flecks of 
paper ricochet across the page. Strokes and lines are growing heavier. Bursts of spray-
paint along with other decisive moves have energetically quickened the pace of his 
abstractions. Labor is becoming more of a tool, less a methodology. Worked parts 
function as formal elements (defined by characteristics such as small strokes or 
intricate assemblage) within the larger composition. One could purport that Hart has 
delineated his own marks into a symbolic alphabet. The viewer is encouraged to bring 
their own associations to these unofficial characters as Hart’s new objective is to strip 
notions of representation from the curly brackets, hieroglyphic serpents, chevrons and 
smiley punctuation marks as they bounce and skip across the page. 
  
Bridget Donahue has worked with artists at Gladstone Gallery, as the Director of 
D’Amelio Terras and currently as the Associate Director at Gavin Brown's enterprise. In 
2008, she co-founded Cleopatra’s, a curatorial art project with storefront spaces in 
Brooklyn and Berlin. Donahue has taught at The City College of New York and has 
been invited for public lecture at Hunter College, Columbia University and Savannah 
College of Art and Design to discuss collaboration and professional practice to art 
students at the graduate level. She serves on the New Art Dealers Alliance Board of 
Directors and consults for Creative Capital. She holds a Master of Arts degree in 
Contemporary Textile Culture from Norwich University College of the Arts (UK) and a 
BA in Anthropology and Journalism from Boston University. 





 
 
DEFAULT STATE NETWORK, by Julia Morton, July, 2010 
 
What is consciousness? Religion, philosophy, even science can’t give us an exact definition. Yet 
this is the question posed by curator Ryan Wallace in his group show Default State Network, now 
on at the Morgan Lehman Gallery. 
 
Wallace chose work from 12 artists (including 
himself) that offer a visual interpretation of 
consciousness. Drawing inspiration from 
science, spirituality and philosophy, the 
pieces range from coffin photos by Glen 
Baldridge to Alex Dodge’s sculpted self-
portrait as an android, from geometric 
symbols by Elise Ferguson to Hilary Pecis’ 
status symbols.  
 
Chris Duncan’s figurative sculpture and 
painted mirror placed near the center of the 
gallery set the tone of the exhibition. The 
sculpture features a colorful, bead-covered 
male head with a gentle expression. The head 
is set on an abstracted metal torso that sits on 
a pedestal. The man is staring into a wall 
mirror spray-painted with a blurry, multi-
colored shape that only roughly corresponds 
to his figure; this work illustrates the 
underlying mysteries and ambiguous 
outcomes that define our search for 
consciousness. 
 
Wallace chose the title Default State Network because it refers to the regions of the brain focused 
on daydreams, speculation and contemplation of the past. Perhaps this is where our sense of self 
is generated and stored. It’s also an area scientists think is activated during creative thought. 
 
Though I thought the gallery was too large and too bright for the scale of the art, and several 
pieces suffered from a lack of originality, when the show was considered as a whole collection 
rather than as individual pieces, the exhibit became more interesting and made an important 
point. Due to the breakdown of recognizable art movements, contemporary curators and 
collectors alike are now required to take charge and give disparate art an overarching connection 
or purpose. Just as film directors cast actors in order to shape the story they want to tell, curators 
and collectors can now cast works of art to shape and reflect their own creative agendas. In his 
search for consciousness, Wallace acts as that curator/director, and this show highlights what 
can be accomplished when one consciously uses collecting as a medium and a tool for self-
discovery. 
 
Image: Joseph Hart, Stagecraft, 2009, mixed media on paper, 40 x 30 inches 






